
ingle photon emission computed tomography
(SPECT) studies of the skeleton have been utilized in
the investigation of a wide variety of skeletal disorders
(1-4). One of the most useful applicationshas been in
the diagnosis ofavascular necrosis(AVN) ofthe femoral
head. However, SPECT images of the pelvis are often
compromised by artifacts which are produced by the
presence, within the bladder, of high levels of activity
which increase over the acquisition period ofthe study.
In practice, the influence of bladder activity can make
20% of SPECT scans of the pelvis unusable (5). In
addition to this, the quality ofan even largerproportion
of scans is reduced.

The most direct method for the removal ofthe influ
ence of bladder activity from SPECF bone studies of
the pelvis is patient catheterization. However, a signif
icant level of morbidity is associated with catheteriza
tion, which, if employed in all SPECF bone studies of
the pelvis would seriously limit the applicability of the
test. Thus, a method for the removal of the influence
of bladder activity through some form of processing of
the acquired data is required. (6). We have applied a
method ofinterpolative background replacement to this
problem which appearsto be a practical solution.
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MATERIALS AND METhODS

ArtifactProduction

There are several ways in which the presence of activity
within the bladderaffectsthe imagesin a reconstructed SPECT
study. Artifacts, in the form of streaks which extend across
thewholewidthofa transaxialsection,(Fig. 1),areproduced
as a resultof the fact that the activitywithin the bladder
increasesduringthe acquisitionperiodofthe scan.The streaks
have a characteristicfan shaped pattern (5), which is a con
sequence of increased bladder counts in projection views
acquired as the camera rotation angle proceeds towards 360.
The most intensestreakresultsfromthe backprojectionof
bladder counts in the last view collected, when the bladder
activity is a maximum, with streak intensity gradually decreas
ing for views acquired and back projected at smaller angles
This explains why the streak artifacts occur mainly in a NNE
to SSW direction when the starting angle for the study corre
spends to an anterior view ofthe patient. As can be seen from
Figure 1 the count densities in the streak artifacts can be
higherthan those in the femoral heads themselves. In addition,
therearemanycasesin whichtheywill overlapone or both
femoral heads, substantially reducing the confidence with
which structures within the image can be identified.

Perhaps the most pernicious effect, however, that bladder
activity can have on SPECT bone studies of the pelvis is the
production ofphoton deficient areas which are most obvious
in sections taken in the coronal plane. This is illustrated in
Figure 2 where the cold areas in the femoral heads are due to
artifacts produced by high levels of activity in the bladder.
This is obviously ofconcern when the scan is being performed
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Thevaluesinthespatialdomainareshownfortherampfilter
modulatedbya Shepp-Loganwindowfunction.Thefilteriscon
volvedwithprojectiondata64pIxelsinlengthbeforebackprojec
tion.The filterhasbeentruncatedto 24 pointsto reducecomput
ingtime.
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FIGURE2
Cold areaartifactsare present in both femoralheads in
this coronal section. They are produced by the high level
of activityin the bladderwhich Influencesthe calculation,
in the filtered backprojection reconstruction, of the count
densitiesin the loweractivftystructures.

than its absolutevaluewhichcausesthe artifactsto be pro
duced.

Ingeneral,allpracticallyusefulfilterfunctionswillproduce
largenegativevalueswhenconvolvedwithdatawhichhasa

TABLE I
Spatial Domain Values of the Filter Used in the

SPECT Reconstruction
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FiGURE1
Streak artifacts in a transaxialsection through the hips
producedby changesin the levelof activityin the bladder
during the acquisitionperiod of the study. In this case
there @isAVN of both femoralheads;the confidencewith
whichthis can be diagnosedis reducedby the presence
oftheartifacts.ThissectionwasObtainedfromaSPECT
acquisitionin which projectiondata were acquiredat 64
equallyspacedanglesover a 360@rotation.The patient
was supineand the star@ngpositioncorrespondedto an
anteriorview.

to detectAVN of the femoralheadwherethe presenceof a
coldareais the mostimportantdiagnosticfeature(7-9).

Thecoldareasariseas a resultof the factthatthe activity
in the bladdercan be much largerthan that in the surrounding
structures.In the reconstructionof the datathe highbladder
countdensitiesproducea reductionin the countsin neigh
boringregions.Thelossof countsoccurswhentheprojection
data are filtered prior to backprojection. The filter which was
usedisa ramp functionmodulatedbya Shepp-Loganwindow
the valuesof the filterfunctionin the spatialdomain are
shown in Table 1. When the negative values in the filter are
multipliedby thecountsin thebladder,largenegativevalues
will be produced. These can be larger than the sum of the
positive values obtained for the pixels in regions close to the
bladderafterthe convolutionof the projectiondatawiththe
filter. Typically, the femoral heads are separated from the
bladderby â€˜@-4to 10pixels.

The magnitudeof the negativevaluesin the filtercan be
reduced by choosing a sharper ifiter function. However, even
ifan unmodulated ramp function with a discretecutoffat the
Nyquist frequency is used there is only a minimal reduction
in the level ofartifact production.

It is alsopossiblethat the count lossescouldbe due to
arithmeticoverflowsduring the reconstruction.This was
tested by dividing the pixel counts in the planar projection
images by a constant value, e.g., 50 before the reconstruction
wasperformedin orderto reducethe magnitudeof the num
bersbeinghandledbythereconstructionalgorithm.However,
no matterhow largethe divisorwas made the cold area
artifacts were still observed; it is the fact that the bladder
activity is high relative to the surrounding structures rather

Pointnumber Value
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I FIGURE3
The large levelsof activityinthe bled
der can makethe femoralheadsdli
ficuft to visualizeas shown in the
transaxialsectionin A. Reducingthe
upper thresholdlevelof the display
windowcan,in somecases,improve
femoralhead visibility,B. However,
largeareaswith the samegreyscale
valueareproducedandthefinalcon
trast within the structures outside
the bladderregionis often stillpoor.

A B

large dynamic range. Thus, it is likely that this problem is
common to all reconstruction algorithms which utilize the
ifiteredbackprojectiontechnique.

In addition to the production of artifacts,other difficulties
can arisebecause the amount ofactivity in the bladdercan be
much largerthan that in the femoral heads. This can make
the femoral heads difficult to display properly,particularlyin
the transaxial sections,as demonstrated in Figure 3. In the
coronal plane the problem is less severe because the center of
the bladder is generallyanterior to the center of the femoral
heads. Nevertheless,problemsstill arise in a substantialpro
portion of cases because the posterior edge of the bladder can
extendintothecoronalplaneofthe femoralheads.

Post-reconstruction processing
There are several methods which can be used to reducethe

effectsof the bladder activityby processingthe SPECTdata
after reconstruction.For instance, the display problems can
be overcome in some cases simply by reducing the upper
threshold level of the display window being used to view the
reconstructed images to a point where the femoral heads can
be properly visualized.However, this will often mean that

large areas of the image will be displayed with the same gray
scale value which produces an effect which is visually distract
ing(Fig.3B).In addition,unlessa nonlinear scaleis used, the
activities in the femoral heads may only cover a few gray scale
levelswhichwillproducean apparent lossofcontrast because
ofthe compressionof thedynamicrangeof structureswhose
activity levels are a small fraction ofthe maximum (10).

Analternativemethodistodefinea regionofinterest(ROl)
around the bladderfor each affectedtransaxialsectionand to
set the value of each pixel within it to zero. A short program
can be written to achieve this ifa facility is not available with
the manufacturer's software. If the ROI is chosen for the
section through the bladder center then it should be large
enough to mask the bladder in the other transaxial sections.
Thusonlya singleROl needsto be defined.Havingmasked
the bladderfromthe transaxialdata,sectionsin the coronal
and sagittalplaneswill also be freefromthe effectsof high
bladder activity.

The problems encountered in the display of the femoral
heads due to the large count densitites often found in the
bladder are resolved using this postreconstruction masking
approach. However, the more serious problem of artifact
production is not addressed.

FiGURE4
Sinogram matrix correspondingto
the transaxial section through the
centerofthebladder,A. The high
andchangingcountlevelsinthebled
der can be replacedby data which
are representativeof the activity in
surroundingstructuresby the proc
ass of interpolativebackgroundre
placement,B.A B
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FIGURE5
To calculatethe replacementvalue
of a pixelwithinthe rectangularblad
der AOl, the countvaluesof 4 pixels
positioned immediately outside it are
used.Fora rectangularAOl of width
A and height B pixels the value of
thebladderpixelat position(x,y) is
givenby:
C (x,y)= C (x,0)x (Bâ€”y)/(2x (B
â€”1))+C(0,y)x(Aâ€”x)/(2x(A
â€”1))+C(x,B+1)x(yâ€”1)/(2x(B
â€” 1)) + C (A + 1, y) x (x â€” 1)/(2 x

(Aâ€”i)).
Thisisperformedfori<y<B-i
and1 < x < A -1.

x A+1

Prereconstruction Processing
The onlywayin whichartifactscan be avoidedis to correct

for the high and changing levels of activity in the bladder
before the reconstruction is performed. This can be accom
plished by manipulating the data in the planar projection
views which are acquired at each angle as the camera is rotated
around the patient.To do this,however,a methodfordefining
the location of the bladder in each projection view must be
employed.A direct approach involvingthe designationof a
ROIaroundthe bladderon eachof the projectionviews,of
which there are typically 64 or 128, would be an extremely
time-consuming and laborious procedure. Thus, a method for
defining the location of the bladder which involves the defi
nition of only a single ROl has been developed.

BladderIdentification
This method involves the designation of a ROl on a sino

gram. A sinogram is a two-dimensional matrix which contains
all of the data required to reconstruct a single transaxial
section. It is created by taking a row of pixels from the same
level of each of the projection views, i.e., those which corre
spend to the same transaxial section, and ordering them
sequentiallyto form a newdata matrix.

An exampleof a sinogramviewcorrespondingto a trans
axial section through the pelvis at the level ofthe bladder and
femoral heads is shown in Figure 4A. Objects within the
transaxial section have a sinusoidal form in the sinogram
view. The amplitude and phase ofthe sinusoid depend on the
position of the object within the section. In the sinogram

CA

FIGURE6
The projectionviawscollectedwhen
the camera angle was 0, 270, and
360Â°areshowninthetoprow(A,B,
andC).Beneaththemaretheprojec
lion views after interpolativeback
ground replacementof the bladder
activity (D, E, and F, respectively).
Thesenewviewsareusedto recon
struct the transaxial sections.

F

B

D E
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ThemaximumpixelvaluesareshowninthebladderatthestartandfirushoftheSPECTacquisition,Bi andB2,andintheleftand
nghtfemoralheads,FLandFR.Therelativechangeinthebladdercountsdunngtheacquisition,B2/B1,andtheratioofcountsinthe
bladderto that in eachof the femoralheads,B2/FLandB2/FR,Is calculated.Inaddition,the changein bladdercountsis expressed
asa fractionofthecountsineachfemoralhead.

In PatientH therewasa prosthesisin the left hip.

TABLE 2
BladderandFemoralHeadCountDensitiesin ProjectionViews

Patient B1 B2 FL FR B2/B1 B2/FL B2/FR (B2-B1)/FL (B2-B1)/FR

A219288851021.323.392.820.810.68B4788211901001
.724.328.211.813.43C106811233283981.053.422.820.170.14D2742852812551.041.011.120.040.04E54766275751.218.828.821.531.53F3017331191172.446.166.263.633.69G52855055721.04107.630.40.3H3375381041.65.171.93I3669481701702.65.585.583.423.42J7531265731001.6717.212.566.895.03K2735512361102.022.3351.782.53L293228441631770.9617.315.60.660.61M4229621071122.2898.65.054.82

shown in Figure 4A the bladder is easily identifiable as the
most active structure closest to the central vertical axis.

If the sinogram corresponding to the transaxial section
through the widest part of the bladder is selected, and a ROl
defined to include it, then this is equivalent to identifying the
positions of its right and left hand edges in each projection
view. The superior and inferior edges of the bladder can be
identified by examining the final projection view which is
collected when the bladder is at its fullest. Thus, the infor
mation required to specify a rectangular area which includes
the bladder on all projection views can be determined with
very little user input.

Having defined a region to include the bladder on each
projection view the simplest way to remove the influence of
bladderactivity is to set the value of all pixels in the bladder
region to zero. The amended views can then be used for the
reconstruction calculations. This simple approach will cer
tainly remove the high count levels within the bladder in the
reconstructed transaxial sections. However, the backprojec
tion of zero count values and the effect of a discontinuity in
the projection proffleswould be expected to produce artifacts
oftheir own. In addition to this, counts are removed from the
femoral heads themselves when they are included in the region
defining the bladder when the two structures overlap, i.e.,
lateral projections. Thus this approach is only likely to be of
value in cases where the artifacts produced by the data manip
ulation process are less severe than those which were originally
created by the varying bladder activity.

Interpolative Background Bladder Replacement
In response to these problems a more sophisticated ap

proach was developed and investigated. The basis of this
technique lies in an attempt to replace the counts in the area
occupied by the bladder by data which are as representative
as possible ofthe activity in the surroundingregions.Thus the
high and inconsistent count data in the bladder, which pro

ducethe problemsin the reconstructionofthe SPEC!'studies,
are replaced by lower, more consistent count information.

A rectangularROI is defined for each projection view to
include the bladder making use of the sinogram technique
described previously. New values for the counts in the pixels
within the defined region are calculated from the counts in
the pixelswhich lie around its perimeter. The way in which
the newvaluesare calculatedis similarto the processinvolved
in the Goris interpolative background subtraction technique
(11). However, there is a fundamental difference in that the
valuescalculatedfromthe edgepixelsare not subtractedfrom
the counts in the defined region but are actually used to
replace them.

For each pixel withinthe bladderregiona new value is
calculatedusingthecountsin the fourpixelswhicharesituated
around the perimeterofthe ROl and whichliedirectlyabove,
belowandtotheleftandrightofit. Theprocedureis illustrated
in Figure 5. A proportion of the counts in each of the four
edge pixels is taken and the results added together to produce
the new value for the bladder pixel. The proportion of the
counts for each edge pixel which are used in the calculation
dependon itsdistancefromthe bladderpixelin question.The
larger the distance the smaller the proportion used. The values
for the proportions fall in a linear fashion from unity, when
the bladderpixelis adjacentto the edgepixel,to zero when it
is adjacent to the opposite edge of the ROl. The values are
divided by a factor of two to make the average of the pixel
counts within the bladder region equal to the average of the
edgepixelvalues.

The results of this procedure are shown for a sinogram in
Figure 4B and for planar projection views taken at a selection
of camera angles in Figure 6. As can be seen, reasonable,
representative and well-behaved images are produced by the
replacement of the bladder activity. The largesterrors occur
whenthe bladderand femoralheadsoverlapalthough,once
the backprojection has been performed, the total error in the
femoral head counts should be low because the bladder the
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The left andrightfemoralheadsaredesignatedby L and R, the presenceor absenceof AVNby + or -, andIf a studywas not
@terpretaUeIt wascodedNI. A scorewasaftocatedto eachsectionon the basisof imagequality.An imageof poorqualityin which

interpretationwasdifficultwasscored1; Iftheimagecouldbeinterpreteddearlyascoreof2wasgiven;anImageinwhichaconfident
interpretationcouldbe madeand inwhichthe anatomicalfeatureswere clearlydemonstratedwas givena scoreof 3.

TABLE3
Assessmentof ProcessingMethodsScorefor ImageQualityof EachSection
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femoral heads overlap is a relatively small number of camera
angles.

Assessment of Processing Techniques
To assessthe relativemerits of the processingtechniques

just described, the SPECT studies of a group of 13 patients
referred for the investigation ofAVN ofthe femoral head were
analyzed.

Each patient received 600 MBq [@â€œTc]methylenediphos
phanate intravenouslywith SPECT imagingcommencing4
hr later. The patients were well hydrated and emptied their
bladders before the start ofthe acquisition. Data were collected
by the gamma camera (ZLC/Digitrac Orbiter,(Siemens Inc.,

FIGURE7
A coronal section in a patient with
normal hips is shown with no proc
essing (A), post reconstruction

masking(B), and interpolativeback
ground replacement (C) employed.
Coldareaswhichcouldbe mistaken
for AVN are seen in both femoral
heads in A and B. However, in (C),
the femoral heads are correctly
shownto be normal.

Des Plaines@IL) using a circular orbit with 64 angles over 360
degrees and an acquisition period of 30 sec per angle. The
data matriceswere of size 64 x 64 and each pixel had linear
dimensions of 7 mm. Reconstruction was performed using
filtered backprojection with a Shepp-Logan filteron a standard
nuclear medicine computing system (V76 processor, Node
crest Inc., Byfleet, UK).

Each study was analyzed without processing(NP), then
with postreconstruction masking (PRM), and finally with
interpolative background replacement (IBR) of the bladder
employed. The quality of the coronal and transaxial sections
taken through the hips was assessedfor each method by an
experienced nuclear medicine physician (JM). A scoring sys
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FIGURE8
Coronalsectionthroughthe hips of
patient Lwith no processlng(A), post
reconstructionmasking(B), and in
terpolativebackgroundreplacement
(C) employed. This patient was
shownto havebllateralAVNbut the
severitywasgrosslyexageratedInA
and B. In C, small photon deficient
areas are present in both femoral
heads which was consistent with the
rest of the clinical and radiologic
data.

A B

@c7@i4

tem was employed whereby a score of one was given to an
image which was of poor quality and difficult to interpret,a
score of two to an image of intermediatequality which was,
however, interpretable,and a score of three to an image of
good quality in which the anatomical features were clearly
defined. In addition, a preferencewas expressed for the tech
nique which gave the best images even if there was no differ
ence in the scores allocated to them. This was used to detect
differences between the techniques which were masked by the
relatively crude scoring system.

If the image was interpretable,each hip was assessed for
the presenceof AVN on the basis of the detection of a cold
area within the femoral head. A final diagnosis ofthe presence
of AVN was made separatelythrough an assessment of all of
the radiological information in conjunction with a detailed
clinical history of the patient, but without reference to the
SPECT data. The assessment of the SPECT images was per
formed blindly; the assessor has no knowledge of the final
diagnosis which was performed independently by JD.

RESULTS

Table 2 shows the relative counts in the bladder and
femoral heads for the first and last projection views on
the SPECT studies. For this fairly typical group of
patients the mean change in counts in the bladder over
the period of acquisition of the scan was 54%. More
significantly the mean increase in bladder counts was a
factorof2.2 greaterthan the mean femoral head counts.
In addition, the bladder counts were on average 7.2

times the femoral head counts by the end of the acqui
sition.

Thus it is not surprisingthat many SPECT studies of
the pelvis are difficult to interpret,given the large levels
of activity found in the bladder and the magnitude of
the changes in bladdercounts over the period of acqui
sition ofthe scan compared to the count densities found
in the femoral heads.

Assessment of Digital Filtering Techniques
The scores allocated to the differentprocessing meth

ods are shown for each patient in Table 3. For the
coronal sections the image quality was improved after
processing in 9/13 patient studies with PRM and in
10/13 studies with IBR. In only two studies was a
different score allocated to the PRM and IBR methods
with the IBR scoring higher. However, when a prefer
ence for the best images was expressed, those obtained
using IBR were selected in nine cases, PRM in none,
andNPin 1.

For the transaxial sections the image quality was
improved after processing in 4/13 patient studies using
PRM and in 11/13 studies with IBR. Comparing the
image quality obtained with PRM and IBR there was
an improvement in 8/13 studies using IBR with a
deterioration in 1. As to which technique produced the
best set ofimages IBR was selected in 11 studies, PRM
in1andNPin 1.

The most important finding was the presence of cold

FIGURE9
Coronalsectionthroughthe hips of
a patient with bilateralAVN of the
femoral heads with no processing
(A), postreconstructionmasking(B),
and interpolative background re
placement(C) employed.In the as
sessmentof the imagesall were as
signedthe samescore,3. However,
Itwasfelt therewasa slightincrease
in the clarity with which anatomical
featurespresentin imageC couldbe
identified(e.g.,the acetabulumof the
righthip).A B
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FIGURE 10
Transaxial sections through the hips
of a patient with bilateralAVN. The
sectionsareshownwith no process
ing (A), postreconstructionmasking
(B) and interpolativebackgroundre
placementof the bladderemployed.
The photon deficientareas in both
femoralheadscan be identifiedwith
greaterconfidenceafter the removal
of the streakartifacts(C).

I
â€˜a'

B C

,

A

area artifacts on the coronal sections of four of the
patients, E, 0, J, and L, ifthere was no data processing
performed or if PRM was used. These artifacts were
removed when IBR was employed. This is illustrated in
Figure 7 where Patient J, with normal hips, appeared
to have cold regions within the femoral heads which
were judged to be indicative of AVN. When IBR was
employed it was clear that they were both normal. This
was also the case with Patients E and G. The fourth
patient in which cold artifacts were produced did in
fact have bilateral AVN; however, the extent of the
disease was grossly exaggerated (Fig. 8). The cold area
artifacts were observed in the four patients who had a

FIGUREII
Sectionsthroughthe hipsof a patientwith low and rela
tively unchanging bladder activity. The Imagequality of the
transaxialdata (A) was such that no processingwas
required.Similatlythe coronalsectionwithoutprocessing
(B)was not improvedsignificandyafter postreconstruction
masking(C) or interpolativebackgroundreplacementof
the bladder(D).

combination ofhigh bladderactivity and a largebladder
to femoral head uptake ratio (Table 1).

For the sections in the coronal plane, apart from the
removal of the cold area artifacts, the application of
IBR did introduce an improvement in general image
quality (Fig. 9). In the image assessment the images
produced using the IBR method were judged to show
the anatomical structures most clearly in the majority
ofcases.

For the sections in the axial plane there was a clear
improvement in the quality of the images produced
using the IBR method. This is illustrated in Figure 10
wherethe bilateralAVN ofthe femoral heads in Patient
M can be identified with greater confidence after the
removal of the streak artifacts. The improvement in
image quality with IBR shown in this case was typical
of that seen in the majority of subjects investigated.
Without some form of processing, the transaxial see
tions were of no value in 7/12 of the patients studied
as the assessor felt unable to attempt to judge the
presence or absence of AVN. This was due to a com
bination of the presence of streak artifacts and the
effects ofthe high bladder activity levels. After IBR only
one patient had transaxial sections which could not be
interpreted.

An examination of the projection images after IBR
shows that although the high and changing count values
in the bladderregion can be successfully removed, they
have been replaced by data which is essentially an
estimate ofthe values which would have been obtained
if the bladder had not been present. The accuracy of
this estimate will determine the value of the technique.
As discussed previously the largest errors will occur in
the projection images where the bladder and femoral
heads overlap. However, this only constitutes a small
proportion of the total projection data and it is our
experience from the clinical studies that serious artifacts
are not observed. The major effect of the IBR method
is to introduce a slight smoothing of the processed
sections because the interpolated data is correlated and
less noisy than the surrounding data.

It should be noted that there are a few cases where
the influence of the bladder is insignificant and no
processingat all is required.This is illustratedin Figure

A
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11, for Patient D, in which the bladder counts were low
and did not increase greatly during the acquisition
period of the study. However, this was found to be the
case in only one of the 13 patients who were investi
gated.

DISCUSSION

The aim of this study was to develop a practical
method for reducing the influence of bladder activity,
especially artifact production, in SPECT bone studies
of the pelvis. The experience of Collier et al. (5) was
confirmed in that -@-20%of scans were completely un
interpretable without some form of image processing.

Postreconstruction masking ofthe bladder is a simple
approach, equivalent to reducing the upper threshold
level of the display window to a point where the dy
namic range covers the count densities found in the
femoral heads. Ithas the advantageover displaywindow
threshold adjustment in that visually disturbing areas
of intense activity are avoided. The major disadvantage
is that the problem of artifact production is not ad
dressed.

For this reason the technique of interpolative back
ground replacement of the bladder was developed and
investigated.By replacinglargeand inconsistent bladder
counts by data which are representative of the activity
in the regions surrounding the bladder at each camera
angle the level of artifact production was dramatically
reduced.

Choosing the site of the bladder from the sinogram
ifies reduces the level of user interaction to the defim
tion of a single ROI. The time taken to perform the
bladderreplacement is less than that requiredto recon
struct the data. In total, time is saved using this proce
dure because the images can be interpreted without
constant adjustments having to be made to the display
window threshold levels. Thus, this is a practical solu
tion to the bladder problem which is suitable for routine
application in nuclear medicine departmentspossessing
standard computing facilities.

It should also be noted that this method is not limited
to SPECT. It is applicable to any reconstruction process,

for example x-raycomputed tomography, where one or
more objects in the plane to be reconstructed have
values which change or are significantly higherthan the
rest of the objects in the plane.

We conclude that the method of interpolative re
placement ofbladder activity significantly increases the
image quality and clinical usefulness of SPECT bone
studies ofthe pelvis.
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